
The Western Australian Birds of Prey Centre was established

in 2004, with its primary aim to rehabilitate all different

types of Birds of Prey. Along with rehabilitation, the Birds of

Prey team run educational sessions for schools and are

home to the much-loved Auzzie, a young and very proud

wedge-tail eagle, mascot to the West Coast Eagles. The

organisation is currently going through a great expansion

period to help keep up the increasing number of sick and

injured birds arriving at the site. 

On 4th November, a big group of thirty-one volunteers from

Woodside's Exploration Geoscience Team contributed their

Thursday to volunteer at Birds of Prey in Bennett Springs. It

was a great sunny day to be outdoors. The team was eager

to start their volunteering tasks. Divided into several groups,

two groups were called the 'Awesome Aviary Cleaners',

another two groups were named the 'Gardening Gurus' and

the other group got the 'Brilliant Builders' name. 

The Awesome Aviary Cleaners were responsible in cleaning

the aviaries, which included raking dried leaves, spray

landing surfaces, pressure cleaning, removing leaves and

sticks around the aviaries and re-attaching shade cloth. 
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The Gardening Gurus were tasked to remove weeds, rake

dead leaves inside garden beds and along the fence lines.

Some team members were lawn mowing and whipper

snipping around the bird aviaries, fence line and  at the

front of the property. 

The Brilliant Builders group were in charged of all things that

requires building or assembling. Some team members

started the process of building a bird box for Auzzie the

Eagle. Other completed tasks by the team included placing

felt inside pet packs, building a trolley, and replacing the

wooden screen on the gate.

As the day wrapped up, Yvonne and Mike from Birds of Prey

provided an education and interactive session of the birds

to the team. The team learned more about the Wedge-

tailed eagle, and owls. The team also had the opportunity

to hold and take photos with the birds. 

Birds of Prey greatly appreciated the team's enthusiasm,

help, time and assistance on the day. A job well done to this

incredible team for making a significant impact to the

organisation!
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